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126 and recovered bats. The models were simulated with annual birth pulses for eight years and run 127 with a daily time step. Gamma-distribution parameter g 8 [33] 140 maternally immune adults remained, and hence had an insignificant effect on the results. We 141 assumed an age-independent annual mortality rate (μ) of 16 % [32] . Mortality rate (μ) and birth 142 rate were independent of population density and were so chosen that the population size 143 remained constant. Bats born to immune female adults ( ) and to maternally immune female 144 adults ( ) were assumed to be maternally immune ( ) in the MSIR model, whereas all 145 newborns were assumed to be susceptible ( ) in the SIR model. The initial numbers in each 146 compartment are described in Supplementary Text S1 and Supplementary Table S1 .
147
Seasonally pulsed births were modelled with a periodic Gaussian function (PGF) [3, 4] : b(t)
148
, where κ controls the magnitude, s determines synchrony, and φ = κ s πe -scos 2 (πt -φ) 149 determines the timing of birth pulse. This function allows births to occur exclusively in a certain 150 period within a year, with none outside this period [3, 4] . We used deterministic models over 211 stochastic models, since the former were faster so that it was appropriate to use when we 212 simulate with a wide ranges of herd immunity and timing of viral introduction. Since viral 213 extinction is likely to occur in the first few post-epidemic troughs [40], the simulation period was 214 limited to six years, which was considered to be long enough to include the first few epidemics 215 and the following troughs. year, the SIR model showed seasonally clustered epidemic peaks, although this feature was 279 weakened in the exponential MSIR model, and hardly observed in the gamma MSIR model (Fig.   280 3). When herd immunity was similar to herd immunity of an endemic equilibrium state in SIR 281 model, the epidemic peaks mostly appeared within one year after viral introduction in the SIR 282 model with birth pulses. However, in the exponential MSIR model, the epidemic peaks were 283 delayed compared to those in the SIR model and showed a broader spectrum of timings than in 284 the SIR model ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ). In the gamma MSIR model, after viral introduction, the 285 epidemics required a specific period to reach their peak, and the periods until epidemic peaks 286 were delayed compared to those in the exponential MSIR model. 287 Fig. 3 . Timing of epidemic peaks. Peak of birth pulses occurred on 1st November. The colour 288 key shows the month when the epidemics reach their peaks following viral introduction into a 289 population. Layout of panels is explained in Fig. 1 .
290
Taken together, in the exponential MSIR model, the epidemic patterns appeared to be 291 more affected by seasonal birth pulses than by maternally derived immunity. In the exponential 292 MSIR model, we modelled the number of maternally immune bats to decrease by as much as 293 1/255 of the remaining maternally immune bats every day. As a result, most juvenile bats lost 294 their maternal immunity soon after birth, rather than 255 days after birth ( Supplementary Fig.   295 S2) . When herd immunity was high and maternally immune newborns were more common than 296 susceptible newborns, the temporal trend of epidemics was expected to change noticeably at 255 297 days after a birth pulse (the period of maternally derived immunity) rather than at the birth pulse 298 (see Supplementary Fig. S4 for the number of individuals in each compartment across time).
299 However, the number of infectious individuals began to rise at the time of birth pulses, which 300 could probably be attributed to the exponential method of modelling the loss of maternally 301 derived immunity. In comparison, the gamma MSIR model showed a more enhanced effect of 302 maternally derived immunity (Error! Reference source not found.). In the gamma MSIR 303 model, loss of maternally derived immunity seemed to occur mainly at 255 days after birth.
304 Therefore, the impact of maternally derived immunity in determining epidemic pattern was much 305 higher than in the exponential MSIR model. Moreover, the two relatively separate timings 306 ensured a steady supply of susceptible individuals throughout the year, decreasing the extent of 307 seasonal clustering of epidemic peaks. Another reason for birth pulses having a stronger impact 308 on epidemics than did loss of maternally derived immunity was that the temporal synchrony of 309 birth pulses was higher than that of loss of maternally derived immunity. Although more 310 susceptible hosts were supplied from the loss of maternally derived immunity than from birth 311 pulses, the tighter span of the latter relative to the former had a high impact on epidemic patterns.
312 Figure 4 . Supply of susceptible individuals from birth pulses and waning maternal immunity. 313 Layout of panels is explained in Figure 1 . The number of days since the last birth pulse before 314 viral introduction until the viral introduction into a colony was 10, and herd immunity of the 315 population was 0.7.
317 Discussion

318
This study suggests that the effect of maternally-derived immunity in seasonal breeding 319 species is not negligible and should be considered to improve our understanding of viral invasion 320 and persistence in wildlife host populations. Modelling results showed that loss of maternally 321 derived immunity disperses the timing of supply of susceptible individuals. The dispersed timing 322 causes an increase in the likelihood of viral persistence and shifts the timing of epidemic peaks 323 farther away from the timing of a birth pulse. However, these conclusions need to be interpreted 324 with caution, since the modelling results are contingent on the assumptions made. In particular, 360 Results of the gamma MSIR model should not be interpreted as demonstrating a more accurate 361 prediction than that by the exponential MSIR model; it merely shows that substantially different 362 modelling results can be generated depending on whether the loss of maternally-derived 363 immunity is exponentially or gamma-distributed. Therefore, appropriate modelling of when 364 maternally immune newborns lose their passive immunity, depending on species and pathogens 365 against emerging infectious diseases is expected to help improve the prediction of disease 366 outbreaks.
367
Although this study modelled epidemics in a single population, the results obtained should 368 be considered in the context of metapopulation structure, since this study assumed SIR dynamics 369 in which metapopulations would be expected to play an important role in Hendra virus 370 maintenance [29, 30] . An effect of the seasonality of epidemics in metapopulations is that 371 seasonal forcing of transmission may cause the epidemics in each population to be synchronised 372 [44] . Synchronised epidemics are likely to increase the probability of viral fadeout in a 373 metapopulation. Viral introduction would be less probable if epidemics in populations become 374 extinct at similar times. It is, therefore, necessary to examine the effects of seasonality of viruses 375 on the synchrony of epidemics in the metapopulation models of hosts.
376
Given the growing interest in emerging zoonotic diseases from wildlife [45], there is a 377 need to combine empirical studies of zoonotic reservoir ecology with mathematical models to 378 develop a mechanistic understanding of virus persistence and spillover. By incorporating 379 maternally derived immunity into generic epidemic models, we have provided a framework to 380 study epidemics in seasonally breeding wildlife species. Complex effects of demographic and 381 virus-related parameters have previously been reported in other systems [5] . We explored a range 382 of plausible assumptions to complement the limited empirical data available for the dynamics of 383 Hendra virus in flying fox populations, and the results showed the effects of maternally derived 384 immunity on the timing of epidemic peaks, rather than predicting the actual timing of epidemic 385 peaks. Caution must be exercised, however, when arriving at conclusions concerning the effect 386 of maternally derived immunity, given the specific circumstances associated with each disease 387 and host population structure. 
